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Every day, millions of creatives shoot photos, record videos, and draw
illustrations. But very few make fonts. Yet, text is everywhere and typography
is a ubiquitous medium. In our digital age where personalization & expressivity
are key, this is a missed opportunity for many creatives to leverage such a
universal canvas. Fontself was founded to fix it and turn type-making into
the next creative playground for all. We call this typocracy.
At Fontself, we are passionate about helping many more people
embrace type design as a natural way to express themselves. The more we
collectively explore this field, the more we’ll discover compelling new ways
to communicate. But this can only happen if there is a dramatic shift in the
adoption of the complex art of making fonts. To succeed, we decided to try
something new: we would bring easy font creation features into the design
software & workflows that creatives are already familiar with. No need to
learn new tools: you would just quickly turn any lettering you’d already have
into an actual font.
In 2015, we pitched this idea on Kickstarter, and 760 backers funded
our vision to democratize type-making. 4 years later, tens of thousands of
creatives have discovered the joy of making their own fonts thanks to our user
friendly approach. We are very proud that this user community from over a
hundred countries includes a wide range of profiles : designers, illustrators,
photographers, educators, students, business owners, and also many
enthusiasts. Together, they have generated over 300,000 original custom
fonts, many of which have been used on clients’ projects, sold for retail, or
just made for fun.
Because colors and textures are key ingredients of the expressive
lettering we have been observing worldwide, we digged into innovative
font technologies to support such creative capabilities. We are now vocal
advocates for color fonts, and the industry has witnessed a whole new
generation of colorful typefaces, many of which are #MadeWithFontself.
This book is a testimony of the sheer creativity that is unleashed when a
lot more people can play with such a wonderful medium: typography.
Welcome to typocracy!
Franz Hoffman & Mohamed Ghenania
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COLORFUL
DREAM BY
SHAHAB
SIAVASH

FORMPATTERN
BY DON
TARALLO
FASHION DESIGN

This ornamental font is made up of
a set of interconnectable shapes
that can flow together to make
lines, borders and – as appropriately
named – patterns. As a designer
and educator, Don might have been
influenced by his research area in
Italian typography to apply his font
on stylish tote bags and paper cups.
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OPENMOJI BY OPENMOJI TEAM
& HFG SCHWÄBISCH GMÜND

SCDINGBATS
BY STEVE CAPLIN

POETA
BY DON TARALLO

FONTSCAPE
BY ALEX GRIENDLING
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